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STRONG NEGLIGIBILITY OF σ-COMPACTA
DOES NOT CHARACTERIZE HILBERT SPACE

JAN J. DIJKSTRA

It is proved that the complement X of a σZ-set in a β-manifold is
an /2-manifold if every finite dimensional compactum is strongly negligi-
ble in X. Moreover, we show that this statement is false in the general
setting: there exists a complete AR in which every σ-compactum is
strongly negligible but which does not satisfy the discrete 2-cells prop-
erty.

1. Introduction. One of the most interesting topological properties of
Hubert space I2 is the strong negligibility of σZ-sets (and hence of
σ-compacta), see Anderson [2]. (The terminology can be found in §2.) In
this paper we investigate whether it is possible to characterize I1 with the
help of the concept of strong negligibility. In [11, 12] a sequence Xo, Xv

X2,... of fake topological Hubert spaces was constructed, which satisfied,
among many other properties, the following: (a) each Xk is the comple-
ment of a σZ-set in the Hubert cube β, (b) every compactum in Xk is a
Z-set and (c) a σ-compactum in Xk is strongly negligible iff its dimension
is at most k. The fact that (Xk)™=0 forms an inverse sequence whose limit
is I2 suggests that one cannot use the method in [11] for the construction
of fake Hubert spaces with stronger negligibility properties. Indeed, we
show in this paper that a complement of a σZ-set in a β-manifold with
the property that every finite-dimensional compactum is strongly negligi-
ble, must be an /2-manifold.

In the general setting, however, the situation is more complicated. We
construct a complete absolute retract in which every σ-compactum is
strongly negligible but which is not homeomorphic to Hubert space. We
also obtain a positive result in this context: if X is a complete ANR in
which every Z-set is strongly negligible and moreover every compactum is
a strong Z-set, then X is an /2-manifold. Toruήczyk's [17] celebrated
characterization of /2-manifolds reduces our problem to establishing con-
nections between strong negligibility and discrete approximation proper-
ties. This is the approach for this article.
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2. Preliminaries. In this section we introduce and discuss the key
concepts: negligibility, the discrete approximation property and (strong)
Z-sets. All topological spaces are assumed to be separable and metrizable.

If X is a space then Jf(X) denotes the group of autohomeomor-
phisms of X. The identity mapping on X is denoted by lx or simply by 1.
We say that h e j^{ X) is supported on V c X if h restricts to the identity
on X \ V. Let ^ be a collection of subsets of X. Mappings f,g:Y-*X
are called °U-close if for each J / G 7 with f(y) Φ g(y) there is a U e °U
containing both /(y) and g(y). Note that if h e J(?(X) is ^-close to 1
then h is supported on \}°ll.

DEFINITION 1. Let X be a space and S a subset. S is called negligible
in X if X is homeomorphic to X\S. The set S is called strongly
negligible in X if for every collection ^ of open subsets of X (not
necessarily a covering of X) there is a homeomorphism h from X onto
X\(S Π U Φ ) that is ^-close to 1^. *S is called almost strongly negligible
if for every open covering °tt of Jf there is a homeomorphism Λ from X
onto X \ S that is ^-close to \x.

For a discussion of the concepts negligible and strongly negligible and
their relation with pseudo-boundaries see Dijkstra [11, §1.2]. The follow-
ing result has been taken from Dijkstra [11, §1.2].

PROPOSITION 1. Strong negligibility is open hereditary, closed heredi-
tary and in complete spaces σ-additive.

The concept almost strongly negligible is introduced mainly for
technical reasons. It is weaker than strongly negligible as follows from the
observation that it is neither closed nor open hereditary. Consider the
space / X P where / is the interval [0,1] and P is the space of irrational
numbers. It is an immediate consequence of the Alexandroff and Urysohn
[1] characterization of P that singletons are strongly negligible in P.
Consequently, every component / X {/?} of / X P is almost strongly
negligible. However, the sets {(0,/?)} and (0,1] X {p} are not negligible
in / X P since deleting them would result in spaces in which not every
component is homeomorphic to /.

DEFINITION 2. Let I b e a space and let S be a closed subset of X.
The set S is called a Z-set in X if for every continuous f:Q-*X and
every open covering °ll of X there is a continuous g: Q -> X\ S that is
^-close to /. The set S is called a strong Z-set in X if for every open
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covering °U of X there is a continuous h: X -> X that is ^-close to lx and
that satisfies Clx(h(X)) Π 5 = 0 . A countable union of (strong) Z-sets
is called a (strong) σZ-set.

The concept of a strong Z-set was recently introduced by Bestvina et
al. [5]. The examples constructed in that paper to show that Z-set and
strong Z-set are different concepts play an important role in §4.

Since in a complete space the complement of a negligible set is
complete and hence a Gδ-set, we trivially have that (in complete spaces)
every strongly negligible set is a σZ-set. Generally for incomplete spaces
this is false since a negligible set need not be an ,Fσ-set. Consider for
instance the space C x Q , where C is a Cantor set and Q the space of
rational numbers. Let A be a countable dense subset of C and consider
P = (C\A) X {0}. The set P is homeomorphic to P and hence not an
Fσ-set in the σ-compact space C X Q. It is a consequence of the
Alexandroff and Urysohn [1] characterization of C X Q that P is strongly
negligible in C X Q.

DEFINITION 3. Let C(YyX) denote the set of continuous functions
from Y into X. A space X is said to satisfy the discrete approximation
property if for every sequence {fi)f=ιin C(Q, X) and every open covering
°U of X there exists a sequence (g, )iii in C(Q, X) such that each g- is
^-close to ft and the sequence (gi(Q))?=ι has no cluster points, i.e.

n c u u 8J(Q) = 0.

A space is said to satisfy the discrete n-cells property if the same condition
holds for sequences in C(In, X).

Toruficzyk's theorem [17] states that a complete ANR is an /^mani-
fold iff it satisfies the discrete approximation property. Bowers [7] has
shown that the complement of a σZ-set in a β-manifold has the discrete
approximation property if it satisfies the discrete «-cells property for all
n e {0} U N.

DEFINITION 4. Let n be an element of {-1,0,1,2,...} and identify
the ^-sphere Sn with the geometric boundary of the (n + l)-ball Bn+ι. A
subset A of a space X is called locally n-connected rel X if for every x G X
and neighbourhood U of JC there is a neighbourhood V of x such that each
element of C(Sn, V Π A) is extendable to an element of C(Bn+1, U Π A).
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The set A is called LC" rel X if it is locally /-connected rel X for

ι = -1,0,. . . , Λ.

In the degenerate case n = -1 we have Sn is empty and B"+ι is a

singleton, whence locally (-l)-connected rel X simply means dense in X.

If a σZ-set is LCnl rel a β-manifold then its complement has the

discrete «-cells property, Bowers [8].

3. Boundary sets. A boundary set is a σZ-set in a g-manifold such

that its complement is an /2-manifold. In this section we shall deal with

our problem in the class of spaces that are homeomorphic to the comple-

ment of a σZ-set in a β-manifold.

LEMMA. Let X be the complement of a σZ-set A in a Q-manifold M and

let n be a non-negative integer. If every n-dimensional σ-compactum is

negligible in X then X has the discrete n-cells property.

Proof. In Dijkstra [10] it is shown that Q contains an «-capset. It is

easily seen that this result holds for any g-manifold. An rc-capset An in

M is characterized by (a) An is an ^-dimensional σZ-set in M and (b) for

every < ^-dimensional σZ-set S and every collection ^ of open subsets

of M there is an h e Jf(M) that is ^-close to 1M with h(S n U * ) c An.

Any set B that contains An is LCΠ1VQIM. This can be seen as follows.

Let <%ί be an open ^4i?-set in M and let /: Sι -> U Π B be continuous,

where i < n. Extend / to a g: Bι + ι -> U and put K = /(S''). Consider

the space C = Bt + ι\g~ι(K). Let ^ be a canonical covering of U\K

with respect to M (Borsuk [6, III. 1.4]) and select a Z-imbedding h:

C -^ U\K that is ^-close to g\C (Chapman [9, 18.2]). Since °U is

canonical we have Ji = h U (g|g~1(A r)) is a continuous map from Bι + ι

into ί7. The set h(C) is homeomorphic to C and hence < /i-dimensional.

So we can find an a e JP(M) that is {C/\ ίΓ}-close to \M with α(Λ(C))

c An. This implies that α o Λ : 5 / + 1 - ^ ί 7 π 5 i s the required extension of

/, so 5 is LCnl relM.

According to Bessaga and Petczyhski [4, V. 3.1] we may assume that

An is disjoint from A. We have that A U An is LC" 7" 1 rel M and hence

M\(A U Af1) has the discrete /t-cells property, Bowers [8]. By assump-

tion An is negligible in M\A = X and hence X has the discrete ft-cells

property.

Note that this implies that the fake Hubert space Xk in Dijkstra [11]
has the discrete /c-cells property. An easy adaptation of the proof of
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Dijkstra [11, 5.4.2] shows that Xk does not have the discrete (k 4- l)-cells

property.

THEOREM I. If X is the complement of a σZ-set A in a Q-manifold M

then the following statements are equivalent.

(a) X is an I2~manifold (A is a boundary set).

(b) Every finite dimensional σ-compactum is negligible in X.

(c) Every finite dimensional compactum is strongly negligible in X.

(d) Every σ-compactum is strongly negligible in X.

Proof, (a) -> (d) Anderson [2].

(d) -» (c) Trivial.

(c) -> (b) Proposition 1.

(b) -> (a) The Lemma and the fact that if a complement of a σZ-set

in a β-manifold has the discrete «-cells property for every n then it is an

/2-manifold, Bowers [7].

The implication (c) -> (a) can be proved directly without using Bowers

[7] or Toruήczyk [17]. Let B be an /d-capset in M. According to

Anderson [3] we have M\B is an /2-manifold. Since Z-sets are thin in M

we may assume that B and A are disjoint, Bessaga and Peίczyήski [4,

V. 3.1]. So A is a σ-compactum in the /2-manifold M\B and hence

negligible, Anderson [2]. On the other hand, B is a countable union of

finite-dimensional compacta in X = M \ A and hence negligible, Proposi-

tion 1. So we have X = M\A ~ M\(A U B) ~ M\B which means

that X is an /2-manifold.

Comparing the Lemma with Theorem 1 it is natural to ask whether in

this setting (complements of σZ-sets) the discrete π-cells property implies

certain negligibility properties.

PROPOSITION 2. For every n e N there is a space X which is the

complement of a σZ-set in Q such that X satisfies the discrete n-cells

property and contains a non-negligible singleton.

Proof. Let A n be an «-capset in <2, see the proof of the Lemma.

Let Cι be a Z-imbedded (/-f l)-cell in Q\An and assume moreover

that the C/s are disjoint and that (Cι)f=1 converges to a point x e

ρ \ ( ^ u U ^ = 1 Q . Let Ft be the geometric interior of an /-face of Ct.

Our example is given by

X=Q\l[Anu\Jj
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Then X is the complement of a σZ-set in Q that satisfies the discrete
w-cells property. De Groot and Nishiura [14] have shown that the space
Ci \ Fi has defect /, i.e. C, \ Fi has a > /-dimensional remainder in any
compactification. Since d i m ^ = n it follows that x is the only point in
X every neighbourhood of which contains X-closed copies of C, \ Ft for
every /. This implies that {x} is non-negligible in X.

4. A counterexample in the general setting. We shall see that in general
strong negligibility of compacta does not characterize /2-manifolds among
the complete ANR's.

PROPOSITION 3. There exists a topologically complete absolute retract X
with the properties (a) every σ-compactum is strongly negligible in X and (b)
X does not have the discrete 2-cells property.

The basis for our construction is formed by the examples in Bestvina
et al. [5]. These spaces are AR's that are very similar to I2 but have one
" bad" point, i.e. there is a singleton that is not a strong Z-set and whose
complement is Hubert space. Obviously, we cannot use these spaces
directly since the bad point is non-negligible. The idea is to modify the
spaces in [5] in such a way that a space is formed with many bad points so
that deleting a few of them will not make a difference.

Proof. Consider the set

A = ll-\n G N } X/j U(/X{O}) CR2

with the Euclidean topology. Put a = (0,0) e A and define

If m is the "projection" from A onto A then basic neighbourhoods of a in
A are preimages of neighbourhoods of α in i . Furthermore, the set
(^4\{α})X/ 2 i san open subset of A that carries the product topology.
Bestvina et al. [5] constructed the spaces A and A and proved the
following: A and A are topologically complete AR's and {a} is a Z-set
but not a strong Z-set in both A and A.

Let S be a universal pseudo-boundary in R, see Geoghegan and
Summerhill [13]. Then S is a zero-dimensional σ-compactum in R such
that for every zero-dimensional σ-compactum K in R and every collection
& of open subsets of R, there is an h G Jίf(R) with h and 1 ^-close and
h(K U S ) Π U Φ = S Π U Φ . The set S is homeomorphic to C X Q, in
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fact any dense copy of C X Q in R meets the requirements. Now, let B be

the product i x R and define our example X by

X= B\({a) XS).

We first make a few simple observations. Since {a} is a Z-set in A, the

set {a} X R is a Z-set in B. Consequently, {a} X S is a σZ-set in the

complete AR B and hence X is a complete AR, see Toruhczyk [16]. The

set P = {a} X ( R \ S ) is a Z-set in X that is homeomorphic to P. The

complement of P in X i s ( y l \ { α } ) X/ 2 X R and according to Toruhczyk

[15] homeomorphic to I2. Let ξ = 77 X 1 R and observe that basic

neighbourhoods of (α, r) in B are preimages under the mapping ξ of

basic neighbourhoods of (a, r) in A X R.

Claim 1. If /? G P then there is an open covering f of I and a

sequence ( g , - ) ^ in C(I2,X) such that for every sequence {hi)f==ι in

C ( / 2 , X) that is Φ-close to (g,)"^, ( * { - / ( / 2 ) ) £ i has p as a cluster

point.

This means that X fails to satisfy the discrete 2-cells property at

points of P. It implies that no non-empty subset of P is a strong Z-set in

X.

Proof. Let (α, r) be an arbitrary point in P. Construct for every

/ e N a homeomorphism /): / -> Ji9 where /, is the arc

Let y be an open covering of R3 with sets of diameter less than 1/2 with

respect to the standard metric. Put Φ = {ξ~\V)\V (Ξ V). For technical

reasons the g/s will be functions from / X [-1,1] into X:

g,.(s, t) = ((/,(*),0), / + r) for s e / and * e [-1, l ] ,

where 0 is the zero vector in I2. Suppose that ht is ^-close to gf.. Then

£ o Λ7. and £ ° g, are o^close and hence d(£ ° /*,, £ ° g,) < 1/2. Note that

£ o g,. is a homeomorphism from / X [-1,1] onto JτX[r — l,r + 1].

Since £ ° Λ; is close to ξ <> g; we have that the image of ξ ° hι must contain

the set

which is a central region in the disk Jτ X [r — 1, r + 1]. Consequently,

(α,r) is a cluster point of the sequence (£ ° ht(I X [-1,1]))°!^ Since basic
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neighbourhoods of (α, r) in B are preimages under ξ of neighbourhoods

of (α, r) in A X R we have (α, r) is a cluster point of {ht(I X [-1, l ] ) ) ^

in B and X

Claim 2. Every σ-compactum in X is strongly negligible.

Proof. If L is a σ-compact subset of X then L Π P and L \ P are

also σ-compacta. Since strong negligibility is σ-additive it suffices to show

that every compact set in P and in X\P is strongly negligible in X. We

have seen that X\P is Hilbert space and hence every compactum K in

X\P is strongly negligible in X\P. Since we may assume that the

associated homeomorphisms are supported on a set whose closure in X

misses P, we may extend them with lp and conclude that K is strongly

negligible in X.

Consider now the case that {a) X AT is a compact subset of P. Let °ίί

be a collection of open subsets of B. Since K is a zero-dimensional subset

of R it is possible to select a sequence Oλ, O7, O 3 , . . . of bounded, disjoint,

open intervals in R and positive real numbers εv ε2, ε 3 ? . . . such that

is a refinement of °l/ and \yrc\ ({a} X K) = \J<%Π ({α} X # ) (£/f

2 de-

notes the ε-ball in R2). We shall construct a homeomorphism /r. X -»

X \ (({α} X ί ) n U f ) such that A and 1 are ^close.

Since S is a capset for zero-dimensional compacta there is a homeo-

morphism /: R -> R that is {Ot \ i e N}-close to 1 and that satisfies

00 00

f ( s ) n \ J o, = ( s u κ ) n U or
ι=l / = 1

Define the isotopy H: R X / -> R by //(r, /) = φ(r, ί)(r - /(/•)) +/(r),
where

M/ε,} if r G On

CO

i f r ί U 0,

Since // is supported on U ^ O , it suffices to show that H is continuous

and each Ht one-to-one. Since / is strictly increasing it is easily seen that

each Ht \ O1 is strictly increasing. This means that Ht is one-to-one for

every t e /. Since it is obvious that H\(Oι X /) is continuous it suffices

to verify the continuity in points (r, /) e ( R \ U ^ ! 07) X /. Note that
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H(r, t) = f{r) = r, so for an arbitrary (/•', t') e R x / we have

Since / is continuous this yields the continuity of H. Define the homeo-
morphism h e Jlf(B) by

h(x,r) = (x,i/(r,min{l, J2(77(x),α)})) for* e ί̂ and r E R ,

where d2 is the standard metric on R2. For r e R w e have H(r9 0) = f(r)
and hence h(a, r) = (α, /(/•)). This means that

h({a] χ 5 ) n | J ^ = ({«} x ( 5

Consequently, A | X is a homeomorphism from X onto

If (JC, r) € U ^ then either r ί UfLιOi or r G OZ and rf2(τr(jc),α) > εz

for some /. In the first case we have φ(/% t) = \ and hence h(x, r) = (x, r).
In the second case we also find h(x,r) = (x, r) since φ(r, t) = 1 if ί > ε7.
Furthermore, it is obvious that h(V) = V for each F E f. To sum it up
h\X: X -» Z \ (({α} X # ) n U f ) is a homeomorphism that is ^close
to 1. Since Y* refines Φ we have that {α} X AT is strongly negligible in X.
This proves Claim 2 and the Proposition.

REMARKS. This example also answers two natural questions concern-
ing strong negligibility. We trivially have that in complete spaces every
strongly negligible set is a σZ-set. The example shows that strong negligi-
bility of a set does not imply that the set is a strong σZ-set.

Strong negligibility implies the existence of many autohomeomor-
phisms of the space. For example, a space with a strongly negligible
singleton cannot be rigid. One might conjecture a relation between strong
negligibility and homogeneity in connected spaces. Since the example
contains two kinds of points (in X\P every singleton is a strong Z-set in
X and in P no singleton is strong Z-set) it follows that a connected space
need not be homogeneous even if every compactum is strongly negligible.

5. A positive result in the general setting. In §4 we found that strong
negligibility of compacta does not characterize /2-manifolds among the
complete ANR's. In an /2-manifold, however, not just compacta but all
Z-sets are strongly negligible, Anderson [2]. In fact, in /2-manifolds the
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concepts σZ-set and strongly negligible set coincide. Strong negligibility

of Z-sets alone does not characterize /2-manifolds. Consider the spaces

R", which satisfy this condition, simply because they have no Z-sets.

Obviously, we need some additional condition that guarantees that there

are enough Z-sets. It is natural to ask the following

Question. Let X be a complete ANR in which every Z-set is strongly

negligible and moreover with the property that every compactum is a

Z-set. Is X necessarily an /2-manifold?

Note that in the space X of §4 every compactum is a Z-set and every

strong Z-set is contained in X\P ~ I2 and hence strongly negligible.

This example does not settle the problem above since P is a Z-set in X

whose complement is I2. We do not know the answer to the aforemen-

tioned question but we have the following result.

THEOREM 2. // X is a space in which every Z-set is almost strongly

negligible and moreover every compactum in X is a strong Z-set then X has

the discrete approximation property.

Proof. Let C(β, X) denote the space of continuous mappings from Q

into X equipped with the compact-open topology. Select a sequence hv

h2, h3,... in C(<2, X) that is dense. Assume that we have an arbitrary

sequence / l 9 / 2, / 3 , . . . in C(Qy X). We shall construct inductively a

sequence g1 ; g2, g 3 , . . . in C(Q, X) such that each g. is close to /z and the

set of cluster points of gλ(Q), g 2 (β) , £3(6), is a Z-set in X. Let p be

a metric on X and let ε > 0.

The compactum hλ(Q) is by assumption a strong Z-set. Conse-

quently, there exists a continuous aλ: X -> X with p(aυlx) < (ε/2)2"x

and ρ(a1(X), hΎ(Q)) = 8λ > 0. Put gλ = aλ o/1# Assume now that an, gn

and 8n have been determined. Since gn{Q) U hn+ι(Q) is a strong Z-set

there is an an+1: X -> X that satisfies

ρ(an+ι,lx) < nήn{ε/29δl9.. . ,δ w }2""" 1

and

p(an + ι(X), gn(Q) U Aπ + 1 ( β ) ) = δπ + 1 > 0.

gn + ι = an + ι° '" ° « i ° L i and note that p(gΛ + 1,/M + 1) < ε/2.
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Let Z be the set of cluster points of the sequence gλ(Q), g2(Q),

0 0 / 0 0

- Π α U &(δ)

If k > n then p(ak ° ° α Λ + 1 ,1^) < δw/2 and hence

p(αA O o an(χ), gn_χ(Q) u hn{Q)) > δn/2.

Since ak © © αw( X) contains g ^ β ) this implies that Z is disjoint from

g n _ x ( β ) and hn(Q). So every g and hi is a mapping from Q into X \ Z.

Since {Λf.|ι e N} is dense in C(Q, X) this means that Z is a Z-set. By

assumption Z is almost strongly negligible and there is a homeomorphism

β: X\ Z -> X with p(β, 1) < ε/2. The sequence ( β o g.)f=ι obviously has

the following properties: p(β ° gi9 /)) < ε and ( β ° g z (β))?li has no clus-

ter points in X. This proves that X satisfies the discrete approximation

property.

COROLLARY 2. A complete ANR is an I1-manifold iff every Z-set is

strongly negligible and every compactum is a strong Z-set.

Acknowledgment. Thanks are due to Jan van Mill for suggesting the

present short proof of Theorem 1.
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